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Abstract. In this paper we introduce frames of submodules for
countably generated Hilbert K(H)-modules. We show the correspondence
between frames of submodules for a Hilbert K(H)-module V and frames
of subspaces for the Hilbert space V e ⊆ V, where e ∈ K(H) is an arbi-
trary orthogonal one-dimensional projection. We also establish a relation
between their frame operators.
1. Introduction and preliminaries
Frames of subspaces for a separable Hilbert space have been recently
introduced by P. G. Casazza and G. Kutyniok [5]. Frames of subspaces are
those families of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space such that taking frames
for every subspace (with uniformly bounded frame bounds) and putting them
together yields the frame for the whole space. It is shown that frames of
subspaces behave as a natural generalization of frames. In this paper we
generalize this concept to countably generated Hilbert K(H)-modules and
prove that results of Casazza and Kutyniok on frames of subspaces extend
to this setting. In particular, Theorem 2.3 shows how to get a frame of
submodules for a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module V from a frame
of subspaces for the separable Hilbert space V e, and vice versa.
A (right) Hilbert C∗-module V over a C∗-algebra A (or a (right) Hilbert
A-module) is a linear space which is a right A-module, together with an A-
valued inner product 〈·, ·〉 : V × V → A which is A-linear in the second
and conjugate linear in the first variable such that V is a Banach space with
the norm ‖x‖ = ‖〈x, x〉‖1/2. A Hilbert A-module V is countably generated if
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there exists a countable set in V such that the set of all its finite A-linear
combinations is dense in V.
A map T : V →W between Hilbert A-modules V and W for which there
exists a map T ∗ : W → V such that 〈Tx, y〉 = 〈x, T ∗y〉 for all x ∈ V, y ∈ W
is called adjointable. An adjointable map is automatically linear, A-linear,
bounded and its adjoint is unique. We use B(V,W ) to denote the space of
all adjointable operators between Hilbert A-modules V and W, and B(V )
to denote the C∗-algebra B(V, V ). We use the symbol id V to denote the
identity operator on V. A closed submodule W of a Hilbert A-module V is
complementable in V if W ⊕W⊥ = V, where W⊥ = {x ∈ V : 〈x,w〉 = 0, w ∈
W}.
Although Hilbert C∗-modules behave as a generalization of Hilbert spaces,
many of the properties of Hilbert spaces cannot be obtained for general Hilbert
C∗-modules. For example, bounded A-linear operators may fail to possess
an adjoint. Also, not every closed submodule W of a Hilbert A-module V
is complementable in V. It is known that a closed submodule of a Hilbert
C∗-module V is complementable in V precisely when it is the range of an
adjointable operator. For more about Hilbert C∗-modules see [10] and [14].
Throughout the paper H denotes a separable Hilbert space with an inner
product (·, ·). By B(H) resp. K(H) we denote the C∗-algebra of all bounded
resp. compact linear operators on H.
A finite or countable sequence {fi : i ∈ I} in a Hilbert space H is a frame




|(x, fi)|2 ≤ D‖x‖2, ∀x ∈ H.
To generalize this definition to the situation of Hilbert C∗-modules M. Frank
and D. Larson rephrased the above inequalities in a suitable way. Therefore, a
frame for a countably generated Hilbert C∗-module V is a finite or countable
sequence {fi : i ∈ I} such that there exist constants C,D > 0 (the frame
bounds) such that
(1.1) C〈x, x〉 ≤
∑
i∈I
〈x, fi〉〈fi, x〉 ≤ D〈x, x〉, ∀x ∈ V.
The frame is a Parseval frame if C = D = 1. A set {fi : i ∈ I} in a Hilbert C∗-
module V is said to be a Bessel sequence for V if there is a constantD > 0 (the
Bessel bound) such that the inequality
∑
i∈I〈x, fi〉〈fi, x〉 ≤ D〈x, x〉 holds for
every x ∈ V. Frames always exist in countably generated Hilbert C∗-modules
over unital C∗-algebras and Hilbert C∗-modules over a C∗-algebra of (not
necessarily all) compact operators. The frame is standard if the sum in the
middle of the equality (1.1) converges in norm for every x ∈ V. Since we
work only with standard frames in this paper, we will abbreviate the term
”standard frames” as ”frames”.
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The frame transform associated to a frame {fi : i ∈ I} for a count-
ably generated Hilbert C∗-module V is a map θ : V → `2(A) defined by




i ai converges in A}
is a Hilbert A-module with pointwise operations and the inner product de-




i bi. The restriction to the sum in the middle
of the inequality (1.1) to converge in norm for every x ∈ V guarantees the
existence and the adjointability of the frame transform and an embedding of
V onto an orthogonal summand of `2(A) ([8, Theorem 4.4]). The operator
S = θ∗θ ∈ B(V ) is said to be the frame operator for a frame {fi : i ∈ I}. The
frame operator is always positive, invertible and it is the unique operator in




fi〈S−1fi, x〉, ∀x ∈ V.
If H is a separable Hilbert space, then a (finite or countable) family of
closed subspaces {Wi : i ∈ I} of H is said to be a frame of subspaces for H
with respect to a family of weights {λi : i ∈ I} (a family of weights {λi : i ∈ I}
is a family of positive real numbers) if there exist constants C,D > 0 (the
frame bounds) such that
(1.3) C(x, x) ≤
∑
i∈I
λ2i (πi(x), πi(x)) ≤ D(x, x), ∀x ∈ H,
where πi ∈ B(H), i ∈ I stand for orthogonal projections onto Wi, i ∈ I. The
frame transform associated to a frame of subspaces {Wi : i ∈ I} for H with




Wi), θW,λ(x) = (λiπi(x))i,
where
⊕
i∈IWi = {(wi)i : wi ∈ Wi,
∑
i∈I ‖wi‖2 < ∞}. The operator SW,λ =
θ∗W,λθW,λ ∈ B(H) is called the frame operator for {Wi : i ∈ I} and {λi : i ∈ I}.
Now we state some basic properties about Hilbert K(H)-modules. If V
is a Hilbert K(H)-module, then each bounded K(H)-linear operator on V is
necessarily adjointable, and each closed submodule W ⊆ V is complementable
in V.
An element v of a Hilbert K(H)-module V is a basic vector if e = 〈v, v〉 ∈
K(H) is an orthogonal one-dimensional projection. A system of basic vectors
{vi : i ∈ I} in V is an orthonormal basis for V if 〈vi, vj〉 = 0 for all i 6= j, and
if it generates a dense submodule of V. Every Hilbert K(H)-module possesses
an orthonormal basis. (Clearly, an arbitrary Hilbert C∗-module need not
possess an orthonormal basis; actually, if V possesses an orthonormal basis
then the C∗-algebra generated by {〈x, y〉 : x, y ∈ V } is a CCR-algebra [1].)
Every orthonormal basis for a Hilbert K(H)-module V is a Parseval frame
for V.
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Furthermore, if e ∈ K(H) is an orthogonal one-dimensional projection,
then V e := {xe : x ∈ V } is a Hilbert space with respect to the inner product
(x, y) = tr(〈y, x〉) where ’tr’ means the trace. It is easy to see that 〈x, y〉 =
(y, x)e for all x, y ∈ V e. V e is an invariant subspace for each T in B(V ) and
the map
(1.4) T : B(V ) → B(V e), T 7→ T |V e
establishes an isomorphism between C∗-algebras B(V ) and B(V e). For more
details about Hilbert K(H)-modules we refer to [3, 11, 13].
2. Definition and basic properties
In this section we define and discuss frames of submodules for count-
ably generated Hilbert K(H)-modules. We show that, for a fixed orthogonal
one-dimensional projection e ∈ K(H), a family {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of
submodules for a Hilbert K(H)-module V if and only if {Wie : i ∈ I} is a
frame of subspaces for the Hilbert space V e.
Definition 2.1. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module
and I ⊆ N finite or countable. Let {λi : i ∈ I} be a family of weights. A
family of closed submodules {Wi : i ∈ I} of V is a frame of submodules for V
with respect to {λi : i ∈ I}, if there exist constants C,D > 0 such that
(2.1) C〈x, x〉 ≤
∑
i∈I
λ2i 〈πi(x), πi(x)〉 ≤ D〈x, x〉, ∀x ∈ V,
where πi ∈ B(V ), i ∈ I denote orthogonal projections on Wi, and the conver-
gence of the sum in the middle of (2.1) is in norm. We call the constants C
and D the frame bounds for the frame of submodules. If C = D = 1 we say
that a frame of submodules is a Parseval frame of submodules.
We say that a family of submodules {Wi : i ∈ I} is a Bessel sequence of
submodules for V with respect to {λi : i ∈ I} if there exists a constant D > 0
(the Bessel bound) such that the right-hand side of (2.1) holds.
Let us notice that, since V is a Hilbert K(H)-module, every closed sub-
module of V has an orthogonal complement, so projections πi are well defined
and πi ∈ B(V ) for all i ∈ I. Also, observe that if {Wi : i ∈ I} is a Bessel
sequence for V with respect to a family of weights {λi : i ∈ I}, then a family
{V } ∪ {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for V with respect to a family of
weights {λ0} ∪ {λi : i ∈ I}, where λ0 is an arbitrary positive number. If D is
a Bessel bound, then the frame bounds will be λ20 and λ
2
0 +D.
In Hilbert spaces the condition (2.1) is necessary and sufficient so that,
putting together frames for every component of the frame of subspaces, we
get a frame for the whole space ([5, Theorem 3.2]). The same result holds in
Hilbert K(H)-modules.
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Theorem 2.2. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module,
{Wi : i ∈ I} a family of closed submodules of V and {λi : i ∈ I} a fam-
ily of weights. For every i ∈ I let {fij : j ∈ Ji} be a (Parseval) frame for Wi
with frame bounds Ai and Bi. Let {eij : j ∈ Ki} be an orthonormal basis for
Wi. Suppose that
(2.2) 0 < A := inf
i∈I
Ai ≤ B := sup
i∈I
Bi <∞.
The following statements are mutually equivalent:
(1) {λifij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is a (Parseval) frame for V.
(2) {λieij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ki} is a (Parseval) frame for V.
(3) {Wi : i ∈ I} is a (Parseval) frame of submodules for V with respect to
{λi : i ∈ I}.




〈x, fij〉〈fij , x〉 ≤ Bi〈x, x〉.



























(1) =⇒ (3) : If {λifij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is a frame for V with frame bounds
C and D, then for all x ∈ V we have
∑
i∈I
























Therefore, {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for V with respect to
{λi : i ∈ I} with frame bounds CB and DA .
(3) =⇒ (1) : If {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for V with frame
bounds C and D, then
AC〈x, x〉 ≤ A
∑
i∈I









λ2i 〈πi(x), πi(x)〉 ≤ BD〈x, x〉, ∀x ∈ V.
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Hence, {λifij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is a frame for V with frame bounds AC and
BD.
(2) ⇔ (3) is a special case of (1) ⇔ (3) since orthonormal bases are
Parseval frames.
Notice that, if A = B = 1 in (2.2), then it follows from the above proof
that the frame bounds of {λifij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji}, {λieij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ki}
and {Wi : i ∈ I} are the same. In particular, this happens when we choose
Parseval frames for every Wi, so in this case it holds: {λifij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is
a Parseval frame for V if and only if {λieij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ki} is a Parseval frame
for V if and only if {Wi : i ∈ I} is a Parseval frame of submodules for V.
Theorem 2.3. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module,
{Wi : i ∈ I} a family of closed submodules of V and {λi : i ∈ I} a fam-
ily of weights. Let e ∈ K(H) be an orthogonal one-dimensional projection.
The following statements are mutually equivalent:
(1) {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for a Hilbert K(H)-module V
with respect to {λi : i ∈ I} with frame bounds C and D.
(2) {Wie : i ∈ I} is a frame of subspaces for the Hilbert space V e with
respect to {λi : i ∈ I} with frame bounds C and D.
Proof. For every i ∈ I let {eij : j ∈ Ji} ⊆ V e be an ortonormal basis
for Wi. By [3, Remark 4(e)], {eij : j ∈ Ji} is also an orthonormal basis for the
Hilbert space Wie. The frame bounds are Ai = Bi = 1 for all i ∈ I, so (2.2)
is fulfilled with A = B = 1. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that {Wi : i ∈ I}
is a frame of submodules for V with respect to {λi : i ∈ I} if and only if
{λieij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is a frame for V with the same frame bounds. Then,
by [1, Theorem 3.4], {λieij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is a frame for a Hilbert module V
if and only if {λieij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is a frame for the Hilbert space V e with
the same frame bounds. Finally, by [5, Theorem 3.2], {λieij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji}
is a frame for the Hilbert space V e if and only if {Wie : i ∈ I} is a frame of
subspaces for the Hilbert space V e with respect to {λi : i ∈ I}. Again, since
A = B = 1, the frame bounds are preserved.
Since frames of subspaces always exist in separable Hilbert spaces, it fol-
lows from this theorem that frames of submodules exist in countably gener-
ated Hilbert K(H)-modules. Indeed, let V be a countably generated Hilbert
K(H)-module and e ∈ K(H) an orthogonal one-dimensional projection. Let
{W ei : i ∈ I} be a frame of subspaces for the Hilbert space V e with re-
spect to a family of weights {λi : i ∈ I}. For every i ∈ I we define Wi to be a
closed submodule of V generated by W ei . Then Wie = W
e
i , so by Theorem 2.3
{Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for V with respect to {λi : i ∈ I}. Also,
we see in the next proposition that unitary operators on V preserve (Parseval)
frames of submodules.
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Proposition 2.4. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module
and {Wi : i ∈ I} a frame of submodules for V with respect to a family of
weights {λi : i ∈ I} with frame bounds C and D. For every unitary operator
T ∈ B(V ) the family {TWi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for V with
respect to the family of weights {λi : i ∈ I} with frame bounds C and D.
Proof. Let πWi and πTWi denote the orthogonal projections on Wi and
TWi, respectively. T is unitary, hence πTWi = TπWiT
∗ and 〈Tx, Tx〉 =
〈x, x〉 = 〈T ∗x, T ∗x〉, x ∈ V. Then for every x ∈ V we have
∑
i∈I
λ2i 〈πTWi (x), πTWi (x)〉 =
∑
i∈I









i 〈πTWi(x), πTWi (x)〉 ≥ C〈x, x〉.
3. The frame transform and the frame operator
In this section we associate the frame transform and the frame operator to
a frame of submodules. We show that the frame operator SW,λ for a frame of
submodules {Wi : i ∈ I} for a Hilbert K(H)-module V is the unique extension
in B(V ) of the frame operator SWe,λ ∈ B(V e) for a frame of subspaces
{Wie : i ∈ I} for the Hilbert space V e.
If {Wi : i ∈ I} is a family of Hilbert A-modules, then we denote
⊕
i∈I
Wi := {(wi)i : wi ∈ Wi,
∑
i∈I
〈wi, wi〉 converges in A}.
⊕
i∈IWi is a Hilbert A-module with pointwise operations and the inner prod-
uct 〈(wi)i, (zi)i〉 =
∑
i∈I〈wi, zi〉.
We first prove a preparatory lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let {Wi : i ∈ I} be a Bessel sequence of submodules for a
countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module V with respect to a family of weights
{λi : i ∈ I}. Then the following statements hold:
(1) The series
∑
i∈I λiwi converges for every (wi)i∈I ∈
⊕
i∈I Wi.
(2) For every x ∈ V we have (λiπi(x))i∈I ∈
⊕
i∈IWi.
Proof. (1) Let D be a Bessel bound. Let J be an arbitrarily chosen
finite subset of I and gJ =
∑
i∈J λiwi. Then






































i∈J 〈wi, wi〉 converges in norm; therefore∑
i∈I λiwi also converges.
(2) It follows directly from the definition of a Bessel sequence of submod-
ules.
If {Wi : i ∈ I} is a Bessel sequence of submodules with a Bessel bound
D, then the preceding lemma ensures the well-definedness of the operator
θW,λ : V →
⊕
i∈I
Wi, θW,λ(x) = (λiπi(x))i∈I .
Since 〈θW,λ(x), θW,λ(x)〉 ≤ D〈x, x〉 for all x ∈ V, θW,λ is bounded and
‖θW,λ‖ ≤
√













hence θW,λ ∈ B(V,
⊕





In the following theorem we prove that θW,λ characterizes a frame of
submodules for a Hilbert K(H)-module just as in the case of a Hilbert space
(see [5, Theorem 3.12]).
Theorem 3.2. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module,
{Wi : i ∈ I} a family of closed submodules of V and {λi : i ∈ I} a fam-
ily of weights. The following statements are mutually equivalent:
(1) {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for V with respect to {λi : i ∈ I}.





(3) θW,λ ∈ B(V,
⊕
i∈IWi) and θW,λ is bounded below, i.e. there is m > 0
such that ‖θW,λ(x)‖ ≥ m‖x‖ for all x ∈ V.
In particular, {Wi : i ∈ I} is a Bessel sequence of submodules for V with
respect to {λi : i ∈ I} if and only if θW,λ ∈ B(V,
⊕
i∈IWi).
Proof. It is obvious that {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules for V
with respect to {λi : i ∈ I} if and only if θW,λ ∈ B(V,
⊕
i∈IWi) and θW,λ is
bounded below with respect to the inner product, since
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for all x ∈ V. If θW,λ ∈ B(V,
⊕
i∈IWi), then θW,λ is bounded below with
respect to the inner product if and only if θW,λ is bounded below with respect
to the norm if and only if θ∗W,λ is surjective (see [1, Proposition 2.1]). This
completes the proof.
Definition 3.3. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module
and {Wi : i ∈ I} a frame of submodules for V with respect to a family of





Wi), θW,λ(x) = (λiπi(x))i∈I .
The frame operator for {Wi : i ∈ I} and {λi : i ∈ I} is the operator
SW,λ = θ
∗




Proposition 3.4. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module
and {Wi : i ∈ I} a frame of submodules for V with respect to a family of
weights {λi : i ∈ I} with frame bounds C and D. The frame operator SW,λ ∈
B(V ) is a positive invertible operator such that C · id V ≤ SW,λ ≤ D · id V . In
particular, {Wi : i ∈ I} is a Parseval frame of submodules for V with respect







W,λπi(x), ∀x ∈ V.
Proof. Since {Wi : i ∈ I} is a frame of submodules and
〈SW,λ(x), x〉 = 〈
∑
i∈I
λ2i πi(x), x〉 =
∑
i∈I
λ2i 〈πi(x), πi(x)〉, ∀x ∈ V,
we have C〈x, x〉 ≤ 〈SW,λ(x), x〉 ≤ D〈x, x〉 for all x ∈ V. By [10, Lemma 4.1],
it follows that C · id V ≤ SW,λ ≤ D · id V . In particular, SW,λ is positive and
bounded below, therefore bijective ([1, Proposition 2.1]). Now the reconstruc-
tion formula follows:










W,λπi(x), ∀x ∈ V.
Proposition 3.5. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module
and {Wi : i ∈ I} a frame of submodules for V with respect to a family of
weights {λi : i ∈ I}. For every i ∈ I let {fij : j ∈ Ji} be a Parseval frame for
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Wi. Let SW,λ be the frame operator for {Wi : i ∈ I} and {λi : i ∈ I}, and Sλf













λf (fij)〈λifij , x〉, ∀x ∈ V.
Proof. We first notice that by Theorem 2.2 {λifij : i ∈ I, j ∈ Ji} is





λifij〈λifij , x〉 for all x ∈ V.
Since {fij : j ∈ Ji} is a Parseval frame for Wi and since πi(x) ∈ Wi for




〈πi(x), fij〉〈fij , πi(x)〉 =
∑
j∈Ji
〈x, fij〉〈fij , x〉.















〈x, λifij〉〈λifij , x〉 = 〈Sλf (x), x〉,
for all x ∈ V. Since the operator SW,λ − Sλf is self-adjoint, it follows from





W,λπi(x). On the other hand, for every x ∈ V we have














λf fij〈λifij , x〉,
and (3.2) is proved.
The frame operators for the associated frames of submodules and sub-
spaces (in the sense of Theorem 2.3) are related in an expected way.
Theorem 3.6. Let V be a countably generated Hilbert K(H)-module,
{Wi : i ∈ I} a frame of submodules for V with respect to a family of weights
{λi : i ∈ I}. Let e ∈ K(H) be an orthogonal one-dimensional projection. Let
SW,λ ∈ B(V ) and SWe,λ ∈ B(V e) be the frame operators associated to the
frame of submodules {Wi : i ∈ I} and the frame of subspaces {Wie : i ∈ I}, re-
spectively. Then we have SW,λ|V e = SWe,λ and SW,λ is the unique extension
in B(V ) of the operator SWe,λ.
Proof. For every i ∈ I let πWi ∈ B(V ) and πWie ∈ B(V e) be the








λ2i πWie(xe) = SWe,λ(xe)
for all xe ∈ V e. The uniqueness follows from the fact that the map (1.4) is an
isomorphism.
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Remark 3.7. The concept of frames of submodules can be introduced
for general countably generated Hilbert C∗-modules V in the following way:
a frame of submodules for V is a family {Wi : i ∈ I} of complementable
submodules of V for which there exist C,D > 0 such that (2.1) holds for every
x ∈ V. (The condition of complementability ensures that πi ∈ B(V ), i ∈ I.)
Some of the proofs given in this paper also work in this more general situation,
and some other statements from [5] can be directly checked, by following
proofs for Hilbert spaces. Obviously, our main results which establish relations
between frames of submodules for V and frames of subspaces for V e do not
hold (Theorems 2.3 and 3.6). Since these results were essential to obtain the
existence (and examples) of frames of submodules for countably generated
Hilbert K(H)-modules, we do not know if the frames of submodules exist in
general countably generated Hilbert C∗-modules. Several examples of frames
of subspaces for separable Hilbert spaces are constructed in [5]. Unfortunately,
we cannot apply these constructions to a Hilbert C∗-module situation since we
do not know if the submodules obtained in these ways will be complementable
(unless we work with Hilbert C∗-modules over compact operators).
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